CATI ON

Q:HELLO1

T:
Hello, this is ______ calling from the University of Oregon Survey Research Laboratory. We are conducting a 15-minute survey of Oregon adults age 18 or older for the Oregon State Library and several researchers at the University of Oregon and Oregon State University about your opinion on a wide variety of issues. I want to assure you that I am not selling a thing, and that this survey is completely anonymous and voluntary. Please do not even tell me your name.

Do you have any questions before we begin?

PRESS 1

T:14
Hello, May I please speak with ____________?

I'm ______ calling back from the University of Oregon Survey Research Lab to finish an interview we began earlier.

PRESS 1

I:
Key 1

Q:AWARE_A

T:
I would like to begin by asking whether you have heard or read anything about the Year 2000 computer bug problem, sometimes called the Millennium Bug or the Y2K bug, before now?

1  YES
2  NO ---->SKIP TO PAPER1
7  REFUSED
8  DON'T KNOW
9  NO ANSWER

I:
Key 1,2, 7-9
QAL NOQUAL
IF (ANS <> 1) SKIPTO PAPER1

Q:AWARE_B
T:
Would you say you have heard or read a little, some, or a great deal?
PROBE: About Y2K.

1 A LITTLE
2 SOME
3 GREAT DEAL

7 REFUSED
8 DON'T KNOW
9 NO ANSWER

I:
Key 1-3, 7-9

Q: EXPECT

T:
As you may know, most computer systems around the world have to be
reprogrammed so that they can accurately recognize the date once we
reach the Year 2000. Do you anticipate that potential computer
mistakes due to the Y2K issue will cause major problems, minor
problems, or no problems at all for you personally?

1 MAJOR PROBLEMS
2 MINOR PROBLEMS
3 NO PROBLEMS

7 REFUSED
8 DON'T KNOW
9 NO ANSWER

I:
Key 1-3, 7-9

Q: ACTION_A

T:
Have you taken any steps to prepare yourself or your family for
potential Y2K problems?

1 YES --> SKIP TO TRUST_A
2 NO

7 REFUSED
8 DON'T KNOW
9 NO ANSWER

I:
Key 1,2, 7-9
IF (ANS = 1) SKIP TO TRUST_A

Q: ACTION_B

T:
Do you plan to take any steps to prepare yourself or your family for
potential Y2K problems?

1 YES
2 NO

7 REFUSED
8 DON'T KNOW
9 NO ANSWER

I:
Key 1,2, 7-9

Q:TRUST_A

T:
Currently, efforts are underway throughout the country to upgrade computer systems in order to correct the Y2K computer problem. I'd like you to tell me whether you are very confident, somewhat confident, or not at all confident that each of the following levels of government and business will have upgraded their computer system before the Year 2000.

First, the U.S. government, including all federal offices and agencies.

(Would you say you are very confident, somewhat confident, or not at all confident in their ability to upgrade computer systems before the Year 2000?)

1 VERY CONFIDENT
2 SOMEWHAT CONFIDENT
3 NOT AT ALL CONFIDENT

7 REFUSED
8 DON'T KNOW
9 NO ANSWER

I:
Key 1-3, 7-9

Q:TRUST_B

T:
Next, your state government.

(Would you say you are very confident, somewhat confident, or not at all confident in their ability to upgrade computer systems before the Year 2000?)

1 VERY CONFIDENT
2 SOMEWHAT CONFIDENT
3 NOT AT ALL CONFIDENT

7 REFUSED
8 DON'T KNOW
9 NO ANSWER
I:
Key 1-3, 7-9

Q: TRUST_C

T:
Your local government.

(Would you say you are very confident, somewhat confident, or not at all confident in their ability to upgrade computer systems before the Year 2000?)

1  VERY CONFIDENT
2  SOMewhat CONFIDENT
3  NOT AT ALL CONFIDENT
7  REFUSED
8  DON'T KNOW
9  NO ANSWER

I:
Key 1-3, 7-9

Q: TRUST_D

T:
U.S. corporations and large businesses.

(Would you say you are very confident, somewhat confident, or not at all confident in their ability to upgrade computer systems before the Year 2000?)

1  VERY CONFIDENT
2  SOMewhat CONFIDENT
3  NOT AT ALL CONFIDENT
7  REFUSED
8  DON'T KNOW
9  NO ANSWER

I:
Key 1-3, 7-9

Q: TRUST_E

T:
Small U.S. businesses.

(Would you say you are very confident, somewhat confident, or not at all confident in their ability to upgrade computer systems before the Year 2000?)

1  VERY CONFIDENT
2  SOMewhat CONFIDENT
3  NOT AT ALL CONFIDENT
7 REFUSED
8 DON'T KNOW
9 NO ANSWER

I:
Key 1-3, 7-9

Q:TRUST_F

T:
Foreign governments of other developed and industrialized countries

Would you say you are very confident, somewhat confident, or not at all confident in their ability to upgrade computer systems before the Year 2000?
1 VERY CONFIDENT
2 SOMEWHAT CONFIDENT
3 NOT AT ALL CONFIDENT

7 REFUSED
8 DON'T KNOW
9 NO ANSWER

I:
Key 1-3, 7-9

Q:TRUST_G

T:
Foreign governments of Third World and other less developed countries

Would you say you are very confident, somewhat confident, or not at all confident in their ability to upgrade computer systems before the Year 2000?
1 VERY CONFIDENT
2 SOMEWHAT CONFIDENT
3 NOT AT ALL CONFIDENT

7 REFUSED
8 DON'T KNOW
9 NO ANSWER

I:
Key 1-3, 7-9

Q:BENEFIT

T:
Now, I'd like you to tell me the extent to which you agree or disagree with this statement-The year 2000 computer bug will result in positive outcomes for me. Would you say you disagree strongly, disagree, agree or agree strongly?

1 DISAGREE STRONGLY
2 DISAGREE
I:
Key 1-4, 7-9

Q:VIEW

T:
Do you have a favorable or unfavorable opinion about the use of computer technology in our society today?

1 FAVORABLE
2 UNFAVORABLE

7 REFUSED
8 DON'T KNOW
9 NO ANSWER

I:
Key 1,2, 7-9

Q:CONTROL

T:
Overall, how much control do you feel you have over your life? Would you say you have no control, some control, or a great deal of control over your life?

1 NO CONTROL
2 SOME CONTROL
3 A GREAT DEAL OF CONTROL

7 REFUSED
8 DON'T KNOW
9 NO ANSWER

I:
Key 1-3, 7-9

C:------------------------------------------------------------------

Q:PAPER1

T:
The next set of questions are about newspapers. In the average week how often do you normally read a newspaper?

1 EVERY DAY
2 4-6 DAYS A WEEK
3 1-3 DAYS A WEEK
4 SELDOM
5 NEVER --> SKIPTO READ1
7 REFUSED
8 DON'T KNOW
9 NO ANSWER

I:
Key 1-5, 7-9
IF (ANS > 4) SKIPTO READ1

Q:PAPER2

T:
(When you read the newspaper) Do you usually read it at the same time of the day?

1 YES
2 NO

7 REFUSED
8 DON'T KNOW
9 NO ANSWER

I:
Key 1,2, 7-9

Q:PAPER3

T:
(When you read the newspaper) Do you usually read it at the same location?

1 YES
2 NO

7 REFUSED
8 DON'T KNOW
9 NO ANSWER

I:
Key 1,2, 7-9

Q:PAPER4

T:
(When you read the newspaper) Do you usually read the pages of the newspaper in a particular order?

1 YES
2 NO

7 REFUSED
8 DON'T KNOW
9 NO ANSWER

I:
Key 1,2, 7-9
Q: PAPER5

T:
I am going to read you seven statements that some people have said describe how they feel when something prevents them from reading the newspaper. Please tell me if any of these apply to you.

1 I FEEL INCONVENIENCED
2 I FEEL UNCOMFORTABLE
3 I WORRY THAT I AM "MISSING OUT" ON SOMETHING
4 I FEEL THAT MY ROUTINE HAS BEEN DISRUPTED
5 I FEEL ANGRY
6 I FEEL CONFUSED
7 I REALLY DON'T MISS THE PAPER ON THOSE DAYS
8 EXIT HERE

I:
LOC 5 8 1 N
SEL 8 0 8 1 ON ON

Q: PAPER6

T:
When something prevents you from reading the paper as usual do you keep it to read later, tear out certain articles to read later, throw it away or recycle it, give it away, or do something else?

1 KEEP IT
2 TEAR OUT ARTICLES
3 THROW AWAY/RECYCLE
4 GIVE AWAY
5 OTHER (SPECIFY)

7 REFUSED
8 DON'T KNOW
9 NO ANSWER

I:
Key 1-5, 7-9
oth 5

Q: PAPER7

T:
What page, article or other part of the newspaper is the most important for you to read each time you read the paper?

OPEN ENDED

TYPE EXACT RESPONSE BELOW

I:
opn 13 5 22 60 m n
Q: PAPER8

T:
What part of the newspaper is the second most important for you to read each time you read the paper?

OPEN ENDED

TYPE EXACT RESPONSE BELOW

I:
opn 13 5 22 60 m n

Q: PAPER9

T:
What part of the newspaper is the third most important for you to read each time you read the paper?

OPEN ENDED

TYPE EXACT RESPONSE BELOW

I:
opn 13 5 22 60 m n

Q: PAPER10

T:
Some people consider the newspaper something very important in their life or that they have a "newspaper habit." On a scale of 1 to 5, with 1 being no habit at all, and 5 being a very strong habit, how strong is your need to read a newspaper?

1 NO HABIT
2
3
4
5 VERY STRONG HABIT

7 REFUSED
8 DON'T KNOW
9 NO ANSWER

I:
Key 1-5, 7-9

C:-----------------------------------------------

Q: READ1

T:
Now I would like to ask you about reading difficulties. Is there anyone in your household older than five who has trouble reading normal print because of a physical condition such as visual impairment, legal blindness, reading disability, or the inability to use their hands to hold a book?
1  YES
2  NO ---> SKIP TO JUSTICE1
7  REFUSED
8  DON'T KNOW
9  NO ANSWER

I:
Key 1,2, 7-9
IF (ANS <> 1) SKIPTO JUSTICE1

Q:READ2

T:
How old is this person?

NOTE: RECORD IN WHOLE NUMBERS, ROUND UP (10.5 YEARS = 11 YEARS)

NOTE: IF THERE ARE MORE THAN ONE PERSON IN THE HOUSEHOLD WITH SUCH DISABILITIES, USE DATA CORRECTION SHEET TO RECORD ADDITIONAL INFORMATION.

96  96 OR MORE
97  REFUSED
98  DON'T KNOW
99  NO ANSWER

I:
num 5 99 2 0 20 10

Q:READ3

T:
What is the disability that prevents this person from reading

NOTE: IF THERE ARE MORE THAN ONE PERSON IN THE HOUSEHOLD WITH SUCH DISABILITIES, USE DATA CORRECTION SHEET TO RECORD ADDITIONAL INFORMATION.

OPEN ENDED

TYPE EXACT RESPONSE BELOW

I:
opn 13 5 22 60 m n

C:---------------------------------------------------------------
Q:JUSTICE1

T:
Next I would like to ask you a few questions about the justice system. If someone is sentenced to "life in prison without parole" does that mean that the person will spend the rest of their life in prison?
Q:JUSTICE2
T:
Do you think they will spend less than 10 years, from 10-20 years, from 21-30 years, or over 30 years in prison?

1 LESS THEN 10
2 10-20
3 21-30
4 MORE THAN 30

7 REFUSED
8 DON'T KNOW
9 NO ANSWER

I:
Key 1-4, 7-9

Q:JUSTICE3
T:
Do you think it primarily depends on credit for good behavior, a successful appeal, a pardon, or something else?

1 CREDIT
2 APPEAL
3 PARDON
4 SOMETHING ELSE (SPECIFY)

7 REFUSED
8 DON'T KNOW
9 NO ANSWER

I:
Key 1-4, 7-9

Q:JUSTICE4
T:
Have you ever received a summons in the mail for jury service in an Oregon federal or state court?

1 YES (GO TO JUSTICE5)
2 NO
7 REFUSED
8 DON'T KNOW
9 NO ANSWER

I:
Key 1-2, 7-9
IF (ANS <> 1) SKIPTO LIKELY

Q: JUSTICE5
T:
Have you ever served on a jury in a federal or state court in Oregon?

PROBE: Any court in state of Oregon.

1 YES
2 NO

7 REFUSED
8 DON'T KNOW
9 NO ANSWER

I:
Key 1-2, 7-9

C:---------------------------------------------------------------

Q: LIKELY

T:
The next set of questions are about issues related to nuclear weapons. Do you think it is very likely, somewhat likely, somewhat unlikely, or very unlikely that the United States will be involved in a nuclear war during your lifetime?

1 VERY LIKELY
2 SOMewhat LIKELY
3 SOMEWht UNLIKELY
4 VERY UNLIKELY

7 REFUSED
8 DON'T KNOW
9 NO ANSWER

I:
Key 1-4, 7-9

Q: LIKELY2

T:
Do you think it is very likely, somewhat likely, somewhat unlikely, or very unlikely that the United States, as we know it, would survive a nuclear war?

1 VERY LIKELY
2 SOMEWHAT LIKELY
3 SOMEWHAT UNLIKELY
4 VERY UNLIKELY
7 REFUSED
8 DON'T KNOW
9 NO ANSWER

I:
Key 1-4, 7-9

Q:SURVIVE

T:
If there was a nuclear war on United States territory, would you want to survive?

1 YES
2 NO
3 (IF VOLUNTEERED) IT DEPENDS
7 REFUSED
8 DON'T KNOW
9 NO ANSWER

I:
Key 1-3, 7-9

Q:USE

T:
Do you agree with the idea that the United States should use nuclear weapons if it would increase our power as a nation?

1 YES
2 NO
3 (IF VOLUNTEERED) IT DEPENDS
7 REFUSED
8 DON'T KNOW
9 NO ANSWER

I:
Key 1-3, 7-9

Q:LIMIT

T:
If other countries agree not to build nuclear weapons, do you think the United States should limit its ability to use nuclear weapons against such countries?

1 YES
2 NO
3 (IF VOLUNTEERED) IT DEPENDS
I:
Key 1-3, 7-9

Q: TEST

T:
Last month the United States Senate rejected a comprehensive test ban on nuclear weapons. Do you think this action was correct?

1 YES
2 NO

I:
Key 1, 2, 7-9

Q: POP1

T:
Now I would like to ask you about the size of the population in Oregon. Do you think the population of Oregon is too large, too small or about the right size?

1 TOO LARGE
2 TOO SMALL --> SKIPTO POP3
3 ABOUT RIGHT --> SKIPTO GUNS1

I:
Key 1-3, 7-9

Q: POP2

T:
What would you like to see Oregon's population size reduced to?

OPEN ENDED

    TYPE EXACT RESPONSE BELOW

I:
opn 13 5 22 60 m n
SKIPTO GUNS1
Q: POP3
T: What would you like to see Oregon's population size increased to?

OPEN ENDED

TYPE EXACT RESPONSE BELOW

I:
opn 13 5 22 60 mn

Q: GUNS1
T:

I would now like to ask you some questions about guns in the home. As you know guns might be used for self defense or they might be involved in an accident. Do you think the number of accidental shootings in the home, that lead to injury or death, is greater, smaller, or about the same as the number of self-defense shootings that lead to injury or death of an assailant?

1. ACCIDENTS GREATER --> SKIPTO GUNS2
2. ACCIDENTS SMALLER --> SKIPTO GUNS3
3. SAME --> SKIPTO GUNS4

7. REFUSED
8. DON'T KNOW
9. NO ANSWER

I:
Key 1-3, 7-9
IF (ANS = 1) SKIPTO GUNS2
IF (ANS = 2) SKIPTO GUNS3
IF (ANS = 3) SKIPTO GUNS4
IF (ANS > 3) SKIPTO GUNS4

Q: GUNS2
T:

About how many times greater are the number of injuries and deaths due to accidents than the injuries and deaths of assailants due to self-defense?

1. LESS THAN TWICE --> SKIPTO GUNS4
2. TWICE AS GREAT --> SKIPTO GUNS4
3. THREE TIMES AS GREAT --> SKIPTO GUNS4
4. FOUR TIMES AS GREAT --> SKIPTO GUNS4
5. MORE THAN FOUR TIMES AS GREAT --> SKIPTO GUNS4

7. REFUSED
8. DON'T KNOW
9. NO ANSWER

I:
Key 1-5, 7-9
Q: GUNS3
T: About how many times greater are the number of injuries and deaths of assailants due to self-defense than the injuries and deaths of residents due to accidents?

1. LESS THAN TWICE
2. TWICE AS GREAT
3. THREE TIMES AS GREAT
4. FOUR TIMES AS GREAT
5. MORE THAN FOUR TIMES AS GREAT

7 REFUSED
8 DON'T KNOW
9 NO ANSWER

I:
Key 1-5, 7-9

Q: GUNS4
T: Do you have a gun in your home?

1. YES
2. NO --> SKIPTO GUNS7

7 REFUSED
8 DON'T KNOW
9 NO ANSWER

I:
Key 1, 2, 7-9
IF (ANS <> 1) SKIPTO GUNS7

Q: GUNS5
T: Do you have a handgun in your home?

1. YES
2. NO

7 REFUSED
8 DON'T KNOW
9 NO ANSWER

I:
Key 1, 2, 7-9

Q: GUNS6
T:
If the gun in your home were to be fired what would be the most likely reason?

OPEN ENDED

TYPE EXACT RESPONSE BELOW

I:
opn 13 5 22 60 m n

Q:GUNS?

T:
Do you think all firearms sales, including those by private individuals, should first require a criminal background check of the purchaser?

1. YES
2. NO

7 REFUSED
8 DON'T KNOW
9 NO ANSWER

I:
Key 1,2, 7-9

Q:KINKEL

T:
Kip Kinkel was sentenced for 112 years, without the possibility of parole. Do you strongly agree, somewhat agree, somewhat disagree or strongly disagree with the sentence?

1 STRONGLY AGREE
2 SOMEWHAT AGREE
3 SOMEWHAT DISAGREE -->SKIP TO KINKO2
4 STRONGLY DISAGREE -->SKIP TO KINKO2
5 WHO'S KINKEL?

7 REFUSED
8 DON'T KNOW
9 NO ANSWER

I:
Key 1-5, 7-9
IF (ANS = 3) SKIPTO KINKO2
IF (ANS = 4) SKIPTO KINKO2
IF (ANS > 4) SKIPTO H2OQAL

Q:KINKO1

T:
Although you said you agree with the sentence, if you had a chance, how would you have sentenced Kip Kinkel differently?
How would you have sentenced Kip Kinkel differently?

We are over halfway done with the survey now, and I would like to thank you very much for your help so far.

The next few questions have to do with drinking water in your community. How serious a problem is water quality in your community? Would you say it is very serious, somewhat serious, not very serious, or not at all serious?

1 VERY SERIOUS
2 SOMewhat SERIOUS
3 NOT VERY SERIOUS
4 NOT AT ALL SERIOUS
7 REFUSED
8 DON'T KNOW
9 NO ANSWER

Do you have a water treatment system for your home?

NOTE: THIS INCLUDES DRINKING WATER PITCHERS/FILTERS

1 YES
2 NO
7 REFUSED
8 DON'T KNOW
9  NO ANSWER

I:
Key 1,2, 7-9
IF (ANS <> 1) SKIPTO BUYH2O1

Q:TREAT4

T:
What is the main reason you have a water treatment system?

PROBE FROM LIST IF NECESSARY

1 IMPROVE TASTE
2 SOFTEN WATER
3 KILL GERMS/DISINFECT
4 REMOVE CHEMICALS/IMPURITIES
5 OTHER
6 R DID NOT INSTALL SYSTEM

7 REFUSED
8 DON'T KNOW
9 NO ANSWER

I:
Key 1-9

Q:BUYH2O1

T:
In the past month, have you or any member of your household purchased bottled water?

1 YES
2 NO -> SKIP TO FATALIM1

7 REFUSED
8 DON'T KNOW
9 NO ANSWER

I:
Key 1,2, 7-9
IF (ANS <> 1) SKIPTO FATALIM1

Q:BUYH2O3

T:
How many gallons of bottled water have you bought in the past month?

PROBE: About how many gallons did you or your household buy in the past month?

ENTER EXACT NUMBER

0 LESS THAN 1/2 GALLON
96 96 OR MORE
First, making plans only brings unhappiness because the plans are hard to fulfill.

1 STRONGLY AGREE
2 AGREE
3 DISAGREE
4 STRONGLY DISAGREE

7 REFUSED
8 DON'T KNOW
9 NO ANSWER

Next, it doesn't make much difference if people elect one or another political candidate, for nothing will change.

1 STRONGLY AGREE
2 AGREE
3 DISAGREE
4 STRONGLY DISAGREE

7 REFUSED
8 DON'T KNOW
9 NO ANSWER

With things the way they are today, an intelligent person ought to think about the present, without worrying about what is going to happen tomorrow.
The secret of happiness is not expecting too much out of life and being content with what comes your way.

Are you male or female

Are you male or female

In what year were you born?

ENTER LAST TWO DIGITS BELOW
97 REFUSED
98 DON'T KNOW
99 NO ANSWER

I:
num 1 99 2 0 20 10

Q: EDUC

T:
What is the highest level of education you have completed?

PROBE FROM LIST

1 LESS THAN HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA
2 HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMAS/GED
3 SOME COLLEGE, NO DEGREE OR ASSOCIATE'S DEGREE
5 BACHELOR'S DEGREE
6 MASTERS DEGREE
7 DOCTORATE OR PROFESSIONAL DEGREE

97 REFUSED
98 DON'T KNOW
99 NO ANSWER

I:
num 1 99 2 0 20 10
If (ANS > 7)
    If (ANS < 97) reask
EndIf

Q: HHNUM

T:
Including yourself, how many people currently live in your household?

PROBE: Include children and people that live there half of the year or more.

ENTER EXACT NUMBER 1-9

6 SIX PEOPLE OR MORE

7 REFUSED
8 DON'T KNOW
9 NO ANSWER

I:
Key 1-9

Q: HHNUM2

T:
Do any children under 18 years of age live in your household?
I:  
Key 1,2, 7-9  

Q: MEDICAL  

T:  
How would you rate the quality of medical care that is available to you and your family? Excellent, good, fair or poor?  

1  EXCELLENT  
2  GOOD  
3  FAIR  
4  POOR  
5  NO MEDICAL CARE AVAILABLE (IF VOLUNTEERED)  

7  REFUSED  
8  DON'T KNOW  
9  NO ANSWER  

I:  
Key 1-5, 7-9  

Q: URB_RUR  

T:  
Which of the following best describes the area in which you live?  

PROBE FROM LIST:  

1  A LARGE CITY OF 250,000 OR MORE  
2  THE SUBURB OF A LARGE CITY  
3  A MEDIUM SIZED CITY OF 50,000 TO 250,000  
4  THE SUBURB OF A MEDIUM SIZED CITY  
5  A SMALL CITY OF 10,000 TO 50,000  
6  SUBURB OF A SMALL CITY  
7  A SMALL TOWN OF 2,500 TO 10,000  
8  A RURAL AREA (INCLUDES TOWNS OF 2,500 OR LESS)  

97  REFUSED  
98  DON'T KNOW  
99  NO ANSWER  

I:  
num 1 99 2 0 20 10  
If (ANS > 8)  
   If (ANS < 97) reask  
EndIf  

Q: LABFORCE
What were you doing most of last week -- were you working for pay, keeping house, going to school, looking for work, unable to work, retired, or something else?

PROBE FROM LIST

1 WORKING, OR SICK/ON VACATION FROM REGULAR JOB
2 KEEPING HOUSE
3 GOING TO SCHOOL, ON BREAK FROM SCHOOL
4 LOOKING FOR WORK / UNEMPLOYED
5 UNABLE TO WORK, DISABLED
6 RETIRED
8 DOING NOTHING, HANGING OUT AND NOT LOOKING
9 TEMPORARY LAYOFF, LEAVE OF ABSENCE WITHOUT PAY
10 VOLUNTEER WORK ONLY
11 OTHER (SPECIFY)

97 REFUSED
98 DON'T KNOW
99 NO ANSWER

I:
num 1 99 2 0 20 10
oth 11

If (ANS > 11)
   If (ANS < 97) reask
EndIf
IF (ANS = 2) SKIPTO YEARS
IF (ANS = 3) SKIPTO COMMODE
IF (ANS > 3) SKIPTO YEARS

Q: OCCIND

What is your current occupation and industry?

PROBE: What do you do or make there?
PROBE: What does your company do or make?

OPEN-ENDED: TYPE IN EXACT RESPONSE BELOW

I:
opn 13 5 22 60 m n

Q: COMMODE

How did you usually get to (work/school) last week?

1 Car, truck or van
2 Bus, streetcar
3 Light rail or MAX
4 Taxi
5 Motorcycle
6 Bicycle
7 Walk
8 Worked at home or telecommute
9 Equal combination of modes
10 Other

97 REFUSED
98 DON'T KNOW
99 NO ANSWER

I:
num 1 99 2 0 20 10
If (ANS > 10)
    If (ANS < 97) reask
EndIf

Q:COMDIST

T:
How far is your commute?

NOTE: ROUND TRIP, IN MILES

96 96 OR MORE

97 REFUSED
98 DON'T KNOW
99 NO ANSWER

I:
num 0 99 2 0 20 10

Q:YEARS

T:
How many years have you lived in Oregon during your current residency?

TYPE IN EXACT NUMBER
96 96 OR MORE

97 REFUSED
98 DON'T KNOW
99 NO ANSWER

I:
num 1 99 2 0 20 10

Q:ZIPCODE

T:
What is your zip code?
OPEN-ENDED, ENTER EXACT FIVE DIGITS

TYPE EXACT RESPONSE BELOW

I:
opn 13 5 22 60 m n

Q: RELIGION

T:
Would you say that religious faith is currently not important, somewhat important, very important or extremely important in your own life?

1  NOT IMPORTANT
2  SOMewhat Important
3  VERY Important
4  EXTREMELY Important

7  REFUSED
8  DON'T KNOW
9  NO ANSWER

I:

Key 1-4, 7-9

Q: VOTER1

T:
Are you a registered voter?

1  YES
2  NO ---> SKIP TO INCOME1

7  REFUSED
8  DON'T KNOW
9  NO ANSWER

I:

Key 1,2, 7-9
IF (ANS <> 1) SKIPTO INCOME1

Q: VOTER2

T:
Did you vote in all three of the last elections, including the recent vote by mail election?

1  YES
2  NO

7  REFUSED
8  DON'T KNOW
9  NO ANSWER
I:
Key 1,2, 7-9

Q: VOTER3

T:
Are you a registered Republican, Democrat, Independent, or something else?

1. REPUBLICAN
2. DEMOCRAT
3. INDEPENDENT
4. SOMETHING ELSE (SPECIFY) _____________

7 REFUSED
8 DON'T KNOW
9 NO ANSWER

I:
Key 1-4, 7-9
OTH 4

Q: ENVGRP

T:
Do you belong to any of the following environmental groups or associations?

NOTE: ENTER ALL THAT APPLY

PROBE FROM LIST:

1 GREENPEACE
2 EARTH FIRST
3 SIERRA CLUB
4 AUDUBON SOCIETY
5 OTHER - SPECIFY, BUT DO NOT PROBE
6 EXIT - (EXIT IF R IS NOT A MEMBER OF ANY OF THE ABOVE) I:

I:
LOC 8 6 1 N
OTH 5 14 5 24 72
SEL 6 6 1 ON ON

Q: INCOME1

T:
Is your total annual household income, from all sources, before taxes, over or under $35,000?

PROBE: Include money from jobs (wages, salary, tips, bonuses), interest, dividends, child support, alimony, welfare, social security, disability and retirement payments, net income from a business, farm or rent, or any other money income received by members of your family. Do not include lump-sum payments, such as money from
an inheritance or sale of a home.

1 OVER $35,000 ---> SKIPTO INCOME4
2 UNDER $35,000

7 REFUSED
8 DON'T KNOW
9 NO ANSWER

I:
Key 1,2, 7-9
C: 1 "UNDER $15,000"
C: 2 "$15,000 - $25,000"
C: 3 "$25,000 - $35,000"
C: 4 "$35,000 - $50,000"
C: 5 "$50,000 - $75,000"
C: 6 "OVER 75,000"

IF (ANS = 7) INCOME = 7
IF (ANS = 8) INCOME = 8
IF (ANS = 8) INCOME = 9
IF (ANS = 1) SKIPTO INCOME4
IF (ANS > 2) SKIPTO ENDIT

Q:INCOME2

T:
Is it over or under $25,000?

PROBE: Is your total annual household income, from all sources, before taxes, over or under $25,000?

1 OVER $25,000 -->SKIPTO ENDIT
2 UNDER $25,000

7 REFUSED
8 DON'T KNOW
9 NO ANSWER

I:
Key 1,2, 7-9
C: 1 "UNDER $15,000"
C: 2 "$15,000 - $25,000"
C: 3 "$25,000 - $35,000"
C: 4 "$35,000 - $50,000"
C: 5 "$50,000 - $75,000"
C: 6 "OVER 75,000"

IF (ANS = 1) INCOME = 3
IF (ANS = 7) INCOME = 7
IF (ANS = 8) INCOME = 8
IF (ANS = 8) INCOME = 9
IF (ANS <= 2) SKIPTO ENDIT

Q:INCOME3
T:
Is it over or under $15,000?

1 OVER $15,000 ---> SKIPTO ENDIT
2 UNDER $15,000 ---> SKIPTO ENDIT

7 REFUSED
8 DON'T KNOW
9 NO ANSWER

I:
Key 1,2, 7-9
C: 1 "UNDER $15,000"
C: 2 "$15,000 - $25,000"
C: 3 "$25,000 - $35,000"
C: 4 "$35,000 - $50,000"
C: 5 "$50,000 - $75,000"
C: 6 "OVER 75,000"
IF (ANS = 1) INCOME = 1
IF (ANS = 2) INCOME = 2
IF (ANS = 7) INCOME = 7
IF (ANS = 8) INCOME = 8
IF (ANS = 8) INCOME = 9
SKIPTO ENDIT

Q:INCOME4

T:
Is it over or under $50,000?

1 OVER $50,000
2 UNDER $50,000 ---> SKIPTO ENDIT

7 REFUSED
8 DON'T KNOW
9 NO ANSWER

I:
Key 1,2, 7-9
C: 1 "UNDER $15,000"
C: 2 "$15,000 - $25,000"
C: 3 "$25,000 - $35,000"
C: 4 "$35,000 - $50,000"
C: 5 "$50,000 - $75,000"
C: 6 "OVER 75,000"
IF (ANS = 2) INCOME = 4
IF (ANS = 7) INCOME = 7
IF (ANS = 8) INCOME = 8
IF (ANS = 8) INCOME = 9
IF (ANS <> 1) SKIPTO ENDIT

Q:INCOME5

T:
Is it over or under $75,000
1 OVER $75,000
2 UNDER $75,000
7 REFUSED
8 DON'T KNOW
9 NO ANSWER

I:
Key 1,2, 7-9
Q: INCOME
T:

1 "UNDER $15,000"
2 "$15,000 - $25,000"
3 "$25,000 - $35,000"
4 "$35,000 - $50,000"
5 "$50,000 - $75,000"
6 "$OVER 75,000"

I:
Q: ENDIT

T:

Thank you, that is the end of the survey. We will be doing another short survey just on Y2K in January, may we call you back?

1 YES
2 NO --> SKIPTO INTOBS
I:
Key 1,2, 7-9
IF (ANS > 1) SKIPTO INTOBS

Q: REINT

T:
Please give me your first name only.
OPEN ENDED
TYPE RESPONDENT'S FIRST NAME ON ONE LINE

TYPE EXACT RESPONSE BELOW

I:
opn 13 5 22 60 m n

Q: PHONNUM1

T:
What is the phone number where we might most easily reach you?

ENTER EXACT PHONE NUMBER INCLUDING AREA CODE - WITH NO HYPHEN

9999999997 REFUSED
9999999998 DON'T KNOW
9999999999 NO ANSWER
I:
tel 10 10 (###) ###-####

Q: PHONNUM2

T:
Can you give me another number at which you can be reached?

ENTER EXACT PHONE NUMBER INCLUDING AREA CODE - WITH NO HYPHEN

9999999997 REFUSED
9999999998 DON'T KNOW
9999999999 NO ANSWER

I:
tel 10 10 (###) ###-####

Q: INTOBS

T:
On behalf of the University of Oregon, Oregon State University and the Oregon State Library I would like to thank you for your time.

INTERVIEWERS: PLEASE TYPE RELEVANT COMMENTS BELOW

TYPE EXACT RESPONSE BELOW

I:
opn 13 5 22 60 m n
CPL
DISPOS = 26
ENDQUEST

Q: NOQUAL

T:
NOTIFY SUPERVISOR
PRESS 1

I:
KEY 1
DISPOS = 22